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Professors as parents: the scoop
STUDENTS REFLECT ON CAMPUS LIFE AS
THE CHILD OF A NW PROFESSOR
HANNAH ROSS

WRITING AND RHETORIC

At Northwestern College, several students have parents who work as professors. Vanessa Stokes, Kitrick
Fynaardt, Emily Van Peursem and Noah Minnick give a
look into their lives as professors’ kids.
Vanessa Stokes is a sophomore writing and rhetoric/
public relations double major and her mother is a professor in the social work department. She has never taken a
class with her mother, but her friend has “rave[d] about
my mom as her professor for over an hour.” 		
		 Stokes’ father is also part of the staff at NW
in the audio-visual department, and Stokes works for
him multiple days per week. Stokes says her father is a
jokester, like in this story she gave: “My dad likes to jump
scare me, and so he did just that in front of a table of my
friends in the cafeteria, which made me almost choke up
my water.”
She says her father embarrasses her sometimes, but
she enjoys having parents on the faculty/staff because
they know the ins and outs of the college.
Kitrick Fynaardt is a sophomore mathematics major and his father, Dr. Keith Fynaardt, teaches English.
Kitrick has taken literature and film with his dad and
says that “he brings literature to a level where everyone
can participate and understand.”
Pros of having a professor for a father include the
free tuition, having a free washer and dryer within driv-

PHOTO SUBMITTED
NW sophomore Emily Van Peursem poses for a photo with her mom, Professor Donna Van Peursem.

ing distance and having an instant talking point with
anyone who has taken his class.
When asked if he’d had any funny stories to share,
Kitrick said, “One time I was walking through Kepp Hall
to fix one of the printers in the building when I walked
past my dad’s FYS section while they were in class. My
dad waved me into the room and had me stand in front

of the class and said, ‘This is what a college sophomore
looks like, look how put together and on top of things
he looks!’ I burst out laughing at the absurdity of such a
statement and the freshmen in his class applauded me for
some reason. All in all, just a very bizarre interaction.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

Students remember beloved barista

CAMPUS MOURNS THE
LOSS OF RUEL ENEBOE

KELSEY EPP
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

This week, faculty and students mourn the loss of someone
loved on campus. Ruel Eneboe,
the joyful and friendly Common
Grounds barista, passed away
just before the Thanksgiving
holiday. Many students were
affected by the loss of someone
who truly was a light on campus.
Eneboe faithfully served
campus in his role at Common
Grounds for years. For a few
months, Common Grounds had
an employee of the month, and
Ruel won each time. There is a
rumor that the reason the award
stopped is that no one had a
chance against him. He took
great care of the coffee shop and
was encouraging to the student
employees there, helping them
problem solve and proactively
taking care of their needs.
In his obituary, Eneboe was
described as a barista, mentor and listening ear on cam-

INSIDE

pus. Furthermore, it was said
that “Ruel left a mark and made
many students and people better
with his sense of humor, can-do
attitude, and ‘slow and easy wins
the race’ attitude.”
Day after day, he showed
up to campus to serve students
and put a smile on their faces. Ana Muilenburg, a student
campus dining employee who
knew Ruel well said, “Ruel was
the type of guy that you could go
to when you were having a bad
day and by the time you were
done talking to him the day just
seemed better.”
No one ever knew Eneboe
to be in a bad mood. Jimmy
Tidmore, a frequent Common
Grounds customer, called him
“a beacon of light on campus.”
It seems that many students saw
Eneboe as more than a barista
but also as a mentor.
Students who knew him
well could also attest to his willingness to help students with
their studies. Before his work
at Northwestern College, Ruel
spent over 30 years teaching.
He began teaching during his

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW MARCOM
Students describe Ruel Eneboe as more than just a barista but as a mentor and listening ear.

years in Liberia for the Peace
Corps, and then went on to
teach freshman science, physics

and chemistry at Canton High
School. Students came to him
with questions about science,
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and he always found the time to
help them.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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One movie connects two franchises

MOVIE REVIEW

ROCKY IV MAKES A
RETURN
MATTHEW AGUILAR
PSYCHOLOGY

“Creed II” offers up
an interesting question:
is this movie a sequel for
“Creed” or “Rocky IV?” It
is a trick question offered
by the film. “Creed II” is
actually a sequel meant for
both “Creed” and “Rocky
IV;” continuing the story of the Creed and Drago bloodlines. The movie
does a good job of recapping what happened in
“Rocky IV” for those who
have never seen it, and
viewers can see “Creed II”
and learn the history as
the plot thickens.
The opening of the
movie doesn’t focus on
Adonis Creed. Rather, it
looks at the life of Viktor
Drago. Florian Munteanu,
who plays Viktor, is a massive man in the film and is
quite literally 75 pounds

heavier than Creed. Nobody is a match in the ring
with Drago since he’s been
trained by his father, Ivan
Drago, who killed Creed’s
father in the ring long ago.
The film moves quickly after the title screen
and puts its main character into focus. Creed rematches Danny Wheeler
from the first movie to
take back his Mustang.
The next scene sets up
the entire plot of the film:
Creed vs. Drago. If anyone
remembers Rocky climbing to the top of the stairs
in the original franchise,
Viktor and Ivan Drago
walk up those same stairs.
The symbolism presented
in this scene connects the
“Rocky” and “Creed” franchises beautifully.
There is nothing more
beautiful than Sylvester
Stallone and Dolph Lundgren sharing a scene of
dialogue for the first time
since Rocky defeated Drago in Russia. Stallone and

Lundgren have been in
many movies together, but
this film brought a different tone between the two.
The movie, tries to be as
realistic as possible, and
Stallone and Lundgren
help in making the film
feel real.
Speaking of reality,
the fight scenes of “Creed
II” were impressive to the
point where a viewer can
hear the sound of broken
ribs. Each punch is heard,
each fall is heart-pounding and the music behind
it all captures the moment.
Ludwig
Göransson
composed the score of
“Creed II,” continuing
his work from the first
“Creed,” which is wrapped
around all the dramatic
moments. But it is his music during Creed’s body
being reborn that is spectacular. Every “Creed”
and “Rocky” movie has
a workout montage and
“Creed II” does not disappoint. The score also adds

a little flare of the classic
“Rocky” music in the final
fight for viewers to enjoy.
The outstanding performer in “Creed II” was
Tessa Thompson. Thompson, who plays Bianca,
Creed’s fiancée, evolves
in this movie because of
her music and becoming a
mother. She adds depth to
her character by performing before Creed enters
the ring and caring for her
hearing-impaired daughter. She plays her role very
well, and true chemistry
can be seen between her
and her co-star, Michael B.
Jordan.
Overall, “Creed II” is a
predictable sequel for both
“Creed” and “Rocky IV,”
but it still packs a punch. I
was impressed by the film’s
ability to be as realistic as
possible.
Additionally,
“This Is Us” viewers will
catch a surprise at the end
of “Creed II.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

Imagine Dragons releases 4th album
MUSIC REVIEW

ORIGINS LACKS
ORIGINALITY
JESSICA CARVER
BIOLOGY

A year and a half after the release of Evolve,
Imagine Dragons are back
with their fourth studio
album, Origins. The Las
Vegas based rock band
stays true to their “stadium-jam” theme of music. Fans will surely find
a song on the album that
they like, but as a whole,
the album falls flat.
The album is like an
old stitched quilt. It is
made of mismatched fabric, and although it does its
job at keeping you warm,
it isn’t the most pleasing to
the eye. 		
Origins is a mix-match
of genres made of songs
that sound eerily similar
to the band’s old hits.
Songs like “Natural,”
“Bad Liar,” and “Machine”
follow the band’s loud-quiet-loud dynamic that made
their previous releases so
successful. Country fans
will be pleased by “West
Coast,” a song seemingly
about the singer’s commitment to his loved one. And
pop fans may find “Zero,”
a song written for the new
“Wreck-It Ralph” movie,
to be a catchy success.
Origins attacks some

Fans will surely find a song
on the album that
they like, but as a
whole, the album
falls flat.
pretty big cultural issues.
“Bullet In A Gun” explains
the pressure put on artists from celebrity culture
while “Machine” seems to
be advocating for political
activism from the younger
generations.
A personal favorite,
“Real Life,” very directly calls out our society’s
tendencies to live behind
a screen. The lyrics say,
“Turn your phone off,
won’t you look me in my
eye?/ Can we live that real
life, real life?”
The blunt lyrics make
“Real Life” one of the more
relatable songs on the album.
While the issues being addressed in this album are real, listeners will
be unable to emotionally
connect to the album in
a way that is meaningful.
The broad and hollow
mismatch of instrumentals to lyrics creates an atmosphere that lacks sentiment.
I do not doubt that

PHOTO COURTESY OF GOOGLE IMAGES

lead singer Reynolds had
good intentions for this
album, but I am afraid that

his delivery lacked proper
execution.
All in all, Origins is a

mediocre album released
by a band that we should
be expecting more from.
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Christmas Vespers this weekend

MUTIPLE ENSEMBLES
TO PERFORM

HANNAH WAMHOFF
THEATRE

Several musical ensembles, in addition to the
Drama Ministries Ensemble, will present the annual Christmas Vespers concert this weekend.
A Vespers service is
a special prayer and singing service conventionally held in the evening.
Its name comes from
the sixth of the canonical hours that is sung in
the late afternoon or evening. Originally, the word
comes from the Latin vesper, loosely translated as
“evening star.”
N o r t h w e s t e r n’s
Christmas Vespers Concert is an annual tradition
that members of the campus community, as well as
the Sioux County community, look forward to each
year.
With campus decked
out for the holiday season,
Christmas Vespers is the
perfect event to usher in
the Advent season and the
celebration of the birth of
our Savior. 		
This year, the program
is focused on the coming
of Christ, his commission-

Christmas
Vespers is the
perfect event to
usher in the Advent
season and the
celebration of the
birth of our Savior.
and our response. Chair
of the NW Music Department, Professor Thomas
Holm, said the program’s
inspiration came from a
Taiwanese Christmas carol, “The Hunger Carol.”
“Its four verses progress from the idea that the
baby was born in poverty,
knowing what it means to
have little or nothing, and
having provided the bread
of life that is needed by all
humankind,” Holm said.
“And that, if we simply enjoy the benefits of our own
bread and don’t care about
the needs around us, we
are essentially crucifying
Christ again on a Christmas tree.”
The score of the carol was written by I-to Loh
who set the music to a text
by Shirley Erena Murray.
The name of the tune is
Smokey Mountain, referring to a trash heap in the
Philippines.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW MARCOM
Christmas Vespers to be held in Christ Chapel Saturday Dec. 1 and Sunday Dec. 3.

Regarding “The Hunger Carol,” the composer once noted “if all my
hymns are forgotten but
this one, I’ll be happy.”
Under the direction of
Holm, the A Capella choir
will perform this hymn in
Taiwanese as a part of the
program. The choir will
also perform works such
as “I Wonder as I Wander,”
arranged by John Rutter,
“Mary, Did You Know?”
arranged by Craig Courtney, “Sweetest Music,

Softly Stealing” by Elaine
Hagenberg and “Kyrie” by
Ugis Praulins.
Additionally,
the
Women’s Choir will perform pieces such as John
Englert’s “Veni, Veni Emmanuel” and “How Great
Our Joy” by Courtney.
The Chamber Orchestra will perform the tunes
“Carol of the Bells”/“God
Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen,” arranged by Matt
Riley, and “Fantasia on
Greensleeves” by Ralph

Vaughan Williams.
Finally, the Drama
Ministries Ensemble, under the direction of Jeff
Barker, will be performing three pieces including Simeon’s Blessing, an
enactment of the Hunger
Carol and Silent Night.
Each of the above
ensembles, as well as the
Brass Ensemble, have been
preparing pieces for this
program since October.
Although tedious at times,
student musician Erica

Kitchenmaster says it’s
been a good experience.
Additionally,
NW’s
beloved organist, MaryLou Wielenga, will be performing organ solos, and
there will be ample opportunities for the audience
to praise and sing along
with the ensembles and
the organ.
The free program is
open to the public at 7
p.m. Saturday, Dec 1, and
at 3 p.m. on Sunday, Dec
2, in Christ Chapel.

Class provides experience in directing
7 STUDENTS TO
DIRECT ONE ACTS
RACHEL KOERTNER

relations major Abigail
Moody, one of the students in the class, will be
directing the play “He

PUBLIC RELATIONS

On Decemer 5 in the
Black Box theatre, seven students will have the
chance to debut their directing skills, which is a
very unique and special
experience for the individuals.
Theatre professor Jeff
Barker teaches Northwestern’s directing class. The
class itself is experiential,
meaning that there is always something to do. The
class starts with a warmup which one of the student directors is assigned
to lead. This is to help the
new directors gain experience for when they practice with their own actors.
During the class, the
students are exposed to
a lot of different plays, as
they all have to read the
plays that other students
choose to put on, but also
a wide variety of other
productions in order to
develop a catalog of shows
for the future.
Sophomore
public

Several freshman are involved, and supporting them is
supporting them
in their launch into
theatre.
Hannah Wamhoff
Said and She Said.” 		
Moody says she has loved
the directing process so
far, and she has really enjoyed working with her
stage manager and cast
members.
Additionally,
Moody has enjoyed the
play she chose.
“I read [“He Said and
She Said”] and fell in love
with it,” Moody said. “I
love the style and the society of the era that it’s set
in, and I love the historical
side of it. I really just love
every element of the show
and the people I am getting to do it with.”
However,
directing
does take a lot of work.
The student directors have

to design the costumes,
figure out the set, make
sure all their actors are on
track, design the schedules and keep all of it organized.
“It’s involved, but it’s
worth it,” Moody said.
Along with Moody,
there are six other students
putting on productions.
One of the productions is
called “Fourteen” and is
directed by Joy McCaffrey.
Senior theatre major Hannah Wamhoff is acting in
this show and said it has
been a good experience.
“I think Joy is doing
a great job. She has really
rolled with the punches
with scheduling,” Wamhoff said. “And she has
allowed us to play around
with the script and give directions.”
Wamhoff, Moody and
Barker are all very excited
for the final performance.
Wamhoff has advice for
audience members who
come to the show.
“Applauding,
being
attentive and just showing
up is huge,” Wamhoff said.
“Several freshmen are involved, and supporting
them is supporting them
in their launch into the-

PHOTO BY: ABIGAIL MOODY
Karsten Garwood and Derrick “Goose” Jansen perform in a student-directed One Act play.

atre.”
To support these actors, come to the Black
Box theatre at 6:30 p.m. on
Thursday Dec 5. Audience
members can go to which-

ever one acts they want to,
as there will be a six-minute intermission between
each play.
“It’ll be great fun,”
Barker said. “They can

come for one or all seven,
but they should beware,
because if they come for
one, they are not going to
want to leave.”

FEATURES 4
Religion department changes name
NAME CHANGE
AIMS FOR CLARITY
DANA VAN OOSTRAND
YOUTH MINISTRY

Recently, Northwestern announced that its
“religion” department will
be changing its name to
the “biblical and theological studies” department in
2019.
The department has
been a strong presence on
campus, as all students participate in at least two courses through general requirements. The department
has been an integral part
in the identity of NW, and
the name has been changed
to be more attractive to
prospecttive students.
The name change
comes amidst confusion
about the purposes and intentions of what the department does.
While “religion” is
somewhat reflective of the
focus of the department,
the institution hopes the
name “biblical and theological studies” provides
more insight into the core
of what the department is.
The name “religion” did not
specify the central theme of

the department: an exploration and understanding
of the Christian tradition,
which are rooted mostly
in biblical and theological
study.
Jim Mead, chair of
the renamed department,
said,“The change to ‘biblical and theological studies’
identifies the foundation
for any of the majors or minors we offer. In a survey
we gave to both our general education courses and to
our majors, that title was
more academically appealing to all students than the
names ‘religion,’ ‘theology,’
or ‘Christian studies.’”
Mead explained that
the term religion was originally used because it was
the traditional word used
in academia. However, the
term insinuates that the
field is about religious studies and theology but does
not specifically spell this
out. Mead also explained
that NW has never offered
a religion major but a major that focuses on biblical
and theological studies. The
new title aims to more accurately convey to perspective
students what they will be
learning.
Mead said, “The term
‘religion’ has presented

a problem for our public
face, especially when admissions staff try to explain
it to prospective students
and what we actually do in
the department. Given that
the majority of our prospective students represent
backgrounds in evangelical Christianity, the name,
‘biblical and theological
studies’ will be immediately understandable and will
better represent our values
and the educational goals
we seek to achieve.”
The clarity provided by this name change
continues a clear trend in
the vision of NW. The college has maintained that it
wants to remain a distinctly unapologetic Christian
college. The change from
“religion” to “biblical and
theological studies” now
offers language that is distinct to Christianity. While
the name change does not
alter anything in the department, it reinforces the
identity of NW.
The department asked
their majors and minors for
feedback on possible name
changes in the fall of 2017 as
part of their 10-year review.
While the exact details of
this survey were not available to the public, students

“They have always opened their
doors for students.”
- Jessica Shelton

spirit. She is known by
many students on campus
as “Grandma.”
Last Easter the couple invited Jessica Shelton,
a student from California,
into their home for Easter.
“They are both so loving
and generous,” Shelton
said.
Ruel Eneboe blessed
campus with his constant
upbeat attitude and care for
students. He will always be
remembered as more than
a barista but also a friend,
a tutor, a mentor and a

PHOTO SUBMITTED
The new department name change will emphasize biblical teaching.

have reacted positively to
the name change.
Devin Vander Werff,
a currrent religion major, said, “I think that it is

a more descriptive title.
When I tell people that I am
a religion major, they will
often ask ‘Which religion?’
This title is a lot more clear

and can help people understand my major faster
whether they know I am a
Christian or not.”

light. During this hard
time of loss, students are

remembering Ruel fondly
and keeping his family in

their prayers.

Campus community mourns passing
FROM PAGE 1

Jessi Carver, a student
studying to become a biology teacher, said “Whenever I’d get a coffee in the
morning, he’d ask, ‘How’d
that organic chemistry
test go?’ or ‘Did you finish
your insect collection?’”
Through short interactions with students, Ruel
showed them that he valued them. Carver added
“Ruel was often the cause
of my first smile every
day. He had no reason to
remember my class sched-

ule, but he did it anyway as
a way to show he cared.”
Ruel’s wife Shelley Eneboe is also a member of the
Northwestern dining staff.
Through this difficult season, she has continued to
serve campus through her
roles at the Hub and in catering. Campus is lucky to
have her gentle and loving

PHOTO SUBMITTED
Ruel worked at Common Grounds after working as a high school teacher.

FEATURES 5
SSP fundraising: getting creative
GOING BEYOND
SENDING LETTERS

ANNA PERRENOUD
FEATURES EDITOR

Every spring, Northwestern students have the
opportunity to serve people across the United States
and in countries such as
the Netherlands, Haiti and
Ireland as part of a Spring
Service Partnership. As
with all mission trips, students that want to participate must fundraise their
share of the cost in order
to go.
Including an initial
deposit, U.S. trips cost
around $375. Due to airfare and other expenses,
international trips are significantly more expensive, costing each student
$1,500. The cost includes
lodging, flights and most
meals, so students don’t
have to pay for much once
they are abroad.
Traditionally,
students are able to send
their friends and family
fundraising letters asking
for financial support and
prayers. However, many
students feel uncomfortable asking or are on their
second or third SSP and
don’t feel comfortable ask-

ing for further donations.
Students like senior
Jill Adam have been getting creative in order to
raise the money. Adam, a
member of the team going
to northern Mexico this
March, used her love of
baking and the upcoming
Christmas season to jumpstart her fundraising. She
purchased the necessary
supplies to make 130 bottles of homemade vanilla
and got to work mixing the
ingredients and decorating
them to use as Christmas
gifts.
“I grew up Catholic,
and the concept of fundraising for missions is not
as common for most of my
family and friends,” said
Adam. “This was an easier
way to get donations, and
they get something in return.”
“I love to cook and
bake, and I was going to
make vanilla for people as
Christmas gifts. But then
I remembered Sydney
[Wright’s] fundraiser and
thought other people could
buy them and give them as
Christmas gifts.”
Thanks to the power
of social media, Adam has
sold almost all of the vanilla she made to family and
friends in Iowa, Illinois
and Missouri and will have

about two-thirds of the
money she needs to go to
Mexico.
Other fundraising opportunities are available
to those who get creative.
Sydney Wright, who went
on the Amsterdam SSP last
spring, fundraised by selling “cookies in a jar” – a jar
filled with the necessary ingredients to make cookies.
“I have always had a
hard time fundraising with
support letters. My friends
and family are always so
generous, but I struggle
for asking people for huge
sums of money. So, last
year our Amsterdam SSP
decided to sell cookie jars
to friends, family and people on campus,” she said.
“Making the cookie
jars was a great way to bond
as a team, and selling them
was a good way to provide
our supporters with something that reminded them
of the work we were doing
for God,” Wright said.
Like her sister, junior
Leah Wright also used her
creative abilities to fundraise for her first SSP. “I
decided to fundraise for
my first SSP by sewing
cosmetic bags and selling
them,” Leah said. “I loved
the idea of creating something so that it could bless
the person who purchased

having a professor as a parent feels, Van Peursem said,
“I was not too thrilled about
the idea of going to a college
where my mom worked.”
But after being here for a
year she says, “I love it here
and actually love having my
mom on campus. Sometimes she even takes my

laundry home and brings it
back the next day!” she said.
“Overall, I do love having my mom here at college.
She really does know me
better than I know myself
and I am so so thankful for
her. She is truly passionate
about social work and teaching and puts in a lot of effort

PHOTO SUBMITTED
Senior Jill Adam made 130 bottles of vanilla to sell as a fundraiser for her March SSP to Mexico.

it while also providing
support for those in need
through the money raised.”
“I prayed over each
bag as I sewed it and
prayed God would bless
and multiply my efforts so
that he would be glorified,”
Leah said.
In addition to selling
homemade goods, students
have also been going room
to room in various dorms
on campus, offering to take
the trash out in return for a

small donation.
A more common approach to fundraising that
is popular beyond SSPs
alone is Pizza Ranch tip
nights, or what Pizza Ranch
calls Community Impact
Fundraising Events.
Depending on the
restaurant, students from
SSP teams and other fundraisers can help serve Pizza
Ranch customers in return
for either customer donations or a percentage of

the sales. Tip nights are
also common for students
going on a Summer of Service trip, sports teams and
campus clubs.
Despite the initial
sticker shock that comes
with SSPs, especially international ones, students
should not let the cost
keep them from applying;
all it takes is some creative
thinking and teamwork.

to be the best professor that
she can be for her classes
and students,” Van Peursem
said.
Noah Minnick is a
sophomore
elementary
education major and his
mother, Ann, is a public
relations professor and his
dad is Director of the Career Development Center.
He’s never taken a class from
his mother but he says that
“It is probably a good thing,
because I think I would not

take it seriously and give her
a lot of grief.”
Pros for Minnick would
be that his parents know everything about how Northwestern works and can
help him with Blackboard,
among other things.
When asked about fun
interactions he had with his
mother, Minnick said, “The
experience I have had with
my mom that was awkward
was first semester of my
freshman year and running

into her in the hallway. I was
walking from class in VPH
and our paths crossed,” he
said.
“I stopped to talk to
her and as we parted ways,
she tried to hug me and give
me a kiss. Keep in mind,
the hallway was full, and
I thought it was really embarrassing. She then yelled,
‘Oops, I probably shouldn’t
hug you and kiss you here!’
But know we can laugh
about it!”

Professors’ kids look back on NW life
FROM PAGE 1
Emily Van Peursem is a
sophomore elementary education major with reading
and early childhood/special
education
endorsements.
Her mother Donna is a professor of social work.
When asked about how

PHOTO SUBMITTED
Vanessa Stokes enjoys having her mom with her on campus.

OPINIONS 6
Profs should attend chapel
The winter season has begun
and students all over campus are
unhappy and overly cautious when
walking on the icy grounds. That
two-minute walk to class just
turned into five, and students are
falling left and right on the sidewalks. Watch out for the black
ice right outside dorms and other
building entrances. Students are
voicing concerns that the ice is
dangerous as they cling to one another for stability (staff should not
hesitate to cancel class if students’
safety is at risk). Stay safe when
walking around campus, friends.
The last thing anyone needs is an
injury before Christmas break!

Correction:
The Beacon apologizes to the
campus community for our slipup in the last edition. We printed
inaccurate information regarding
gluten-free pizza prices in the
Nov. 15 thumbs up, thumbs down
colum. Our sincerest and deepest
apologies. Let this be a warning to
all…triple check your sources.

Brant Vermeer

Political Science and Economics
here are many reasons a
student might decide to attend
Northwestern College. Often,
these decisions are based on NW’s Christian
atmosphere. This environment is cultivated
through general education requirements,
discipleship groups and chapel. It is clear
the administration is committed to the
development of its students’ faith, as chapel
is required for all students on campus.
However one might feel about a required
chapel system, none can deny it showcases
how deeply invested NW is in the spiritual
development of its students. Chapel is a
space where students can worship, engage
in God’s word and be exposed to new ideas
that help to grow their faith. These can be
integral parts of growing spiritually, and NW
continues to emphasize the importance of
this growth through the Christian Formation
credit system.
While the amount of students attending
Christian Formation credit opportunities
continues to be strong, there is a stunning
lack
of
professors
attending
these
opportunities, especially chapel. A group of

T

- Brant Vermeer

regularly attending professors does exist, but
they continue to be an exception to the norm.
Professors should attend chapel because
NW should be committed to the spiritual
growth of its students and its faculty. Some
may say the blame belongs to the college
for not mandating professors attend chapel,
but this is not the case. According to section
6.2.2 of the faculty handbook, “Faculty shall
attend the chapel services held daily under
the direction of the chaplain.” While this
does not include specific details for a credit
system, it strongly indicates NW expects its
professors to be at chapel.
On top of the institutional call to chapel
attendance, there are merits for the campus
community. Often, after a particularly
strong speaker speaks, students want to
discuss what was said by that speaker.
Throughout my time at NW, there have been
multiple instances where I had class after a
particularly interesting chapel. The students

NW invites all to Vespers

Schuyler Sterk

English Teaching
s the season of Thanksgiving
fades and the Christmas
season approaches, a number
of preparations for the holiday can be seen
around campus. For example, President
Greg Christy lit the campus Christmas tree
last Monday night (Nov. 26), the buildings
around campus boast impressive wreath and
garland decorations, dorm rooms and dorm
bathrooms are blasting Christmas carols,
and the various music ensembles can be
heard getting ready for the annual Christmas
Vespers concert coming up this weekend.
There are two different opportunities to come
to Christ chapel and see the performance:
Saturday, Dec. 1, at 7 p.m. and Friday, Dec.
2, at 3 p.m.
Each year, the music department prepares
a wonderful celebration for the Christmas
season to share with the community and
performs a beautiful concert that centers the
community around the real reason for the
holiday: Jesus’ birth. The concert will feature
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There are two weeks of school left
until Christmas break and students
are jumping with excitement.
Although there is still dead week
and finals to get through, the long
break is coming up fast. Some
students are more pumped than
others for the semester to be done.
Sadly, NW will be losing a large
number of students due to
graduation this December. Be sure
to spend as much time with those
leaving, and don’t forget to
congratulate them on finishing
their college career!

Professors
should
attend
chapel
because
NW should be committed
to the spiritual growth of its
students and its faculty...It
is an opportunity to worship
and grow in community with
students, and it is potentially
an opportunity to facilitate life
changing conversations on
campus.

in my class would walk in discussing what
was said, and the professor would have no
idea what was being talked about. Had the
professor been at chapel that day, they could
have contributed more to the conversation.
Since professors seldom attend chapel, they
miss out on the opportunity to facilitate
meaningful discussions on campus.
Professors attending chapel would also
enhance the sense of community on campus.
Many students build strong relationships with
the professors they have in class each day,
and being in chapel with one another would
create another opportunity for students and
professors to interact outside of class.
Professors say they stream chapel on
their computer instead of attending in person.
I agree that this is better than not attending
at all, but it forgoes the benefits of building
community with students. It is also possible
that one could turn on the chapel stream
and easily let it recede into the background
without paying any attention to it.
NW has continued to hold a deep
commitment to the spiritual growth of each
member in its community. I ask the professors
of NW to consider their institutional
obligation and begin attending chapel more
frequently. It is an opportunity to worship
and grow in community with students, and it
is potentially an opportunity to facilitate lifechanging conversations on campus. I applaud
the professors who already attend chapel, and
I encourage them to ask a colleague to come
along next time.
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a number of different ensembles, including
A capella Choir, Women’s Choir, Chamber
Orchestra, Brass Ensemble and the Drama
Ministries Ensemble. All these different
groups have been hard at work learning and
memorizing pieces and are eager to share
them with students, alumni and others
around the area this weekend.
This year, there is a three-part
theme for the concert focused around
Christ’s birth: We Prepare, He Challenges, We
Respond. The different sections are all about
our preparation for Jesus’ coming, the way he
challenges us through his birth, and how we
respond to those challenges afterward.
Each segment of the concert contains
music selections and Scripture interpretations
that correspond to the section’s title and help
illustrate the purpose of Christ’s birth in a
beautifully tangible way. In addition, there
will be an audience carol after each section
that the audience can sing along with, to help
welcome Christmas as a community of Christ.
Today’s morning chapel service offered a
small preview to the concert, with each music
ensemble performing a small selection of its
concert pieces. If you liked what you saw in
chapel, or if you missed chapel completely
because you already had all your credits for
the semester, come join the music department
this weekend to see their full performance!
While the glimpse offered during chapel
was good, it will be nothing compared to the
full show on Saturday and Sunday.
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After learning, memorizing, practicing,
and critiquing, everyone is finally ready and
excited to perform for a live audience. With
a three-hour dress rehearsal on Friday night,
the ensembles will be eager to share the story
of Jesus’ birth with full pews, rather than
empty ones.
It is my opinion that everyone should
go to Vespers. Of course, I’m a little biased
because of my involvement in A capella
Choir, but seriously, if you’ve ever thought of
seeing a concert here at NW, Vespers is a great
one to see. Or if you’ve never been to a choir
concert, heard an instrumental ensemble or
seen Drama Ministries Ensemble perform,
come see Vespers this weekend in Christ
Chapel.
As a member of the A capella Choir, I
am excited to see new and old faces join us
in such a wonderful celebration. Vespers is
easily one of my favorite times of the year
because we get to rejoice in Jesus’ birth and
all he has done for us by glorifying him with
music.
We have all seen how full the stands,
bleachers and theaters get with supporters of
our excellent sports teams and theater casts,
so why not come and show the same support
for all the students who devote time to using
their gifts of music in the music department.
Help us begin December the right way and
celebrate Christ’s coming this weekend. We
look forward to seeing you there!

Editor’s Note
The opinions published both in print and online
are the opinions of the authors only. Beacon
staff members do not necessarily support the
opinions expressed in this section. Research and
editing (other than formatting) of articles is the
responsibility of the authors rather than the editors.
Respectfully,
the Beacon staff
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Women fight on in tournament

NW LOOKS AHEAD
DESPITE LOSSES

JAYCEE VANDER BERG

CRIMINAL JUSTICE

The
Northwestern
volleyball team had a nice
break with some days
off between regular play
and tournament play but
headed down to the Tyson Events Center to step
back on the court this
week in Sioux City. Tuesday marked the first day of
the NAIA National Championship tournament, and
the Red Raider ladies took
the first seed in pool H.
Their match-up was 25th
ranked Marian of Indiana,
and this is the first time
NW volleyball has played
this school.
The
championship
tournament consists of a
total of 32 teams, and each
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The volleyball women took the first seed in their pool on Tuesday in the national tournament.

is placed into eight pools
of four teams. Every team
plays each team in their
pool, and the two best

teams from each pool advance to a single-elimination round of the tournament. This 16-team round

is set for Friday morning,
and the last eight teams not
eliminated will play Friday
night in the quarterfinals

- same knockout format.
The four teams left for the
semi-finals will play Saturday morning, and the
championship match is
set for 1 p.m. on Saturday
night, Dec. 1.
NW fell to 25th ranked
Marian 0-3 in their first
head to head match-up in
tournament play. In the
first set, NW fell behind
from the start but found
forward momentum for a
strong run to put them up
15-11. The four point advantage was the largest lead
of the night for the Raiders, and it forced a timeout
from the opposition. Marian gathered themselves in
the time out, and after a
short run from the Knights
both teams traded points
until they tied up at 21-21.
The Raiders nearly took
the win with a 24-22 lead,
but the Knights found a

comeback within them and
pulled out a 26-24 win.
Over the next two sets,
NW fell behind from the
start. Throughout both
sets the Raiders found energy to close the gap multiple times, but never pulled
ahead. The Raiders fell
25-18 in the second set and
25-16 in the third.
NW hit less than their
average at .178, as compared to a .292 from Marian. Lauryn Hilger led the
Raiders with 11 kills, and
Makenzie Fink had the
second most with 10 kills.
The Raiders won their
second match against
McPherson in three sets
on Wednesday and will
play Rocky Mountain on
Thursday to finish out
their pool play. Their win
Thursday determines their
advancement to the single
elimination round.

Basketball takes close win from Dordt

FREE THROWS PROVIDE
NW WITH WIN

BRADLEY LAACKMANN
SPORT MANAGEMENT

A top-15 women’s basketball
matchup Wednesday night in Orange City featured #5 Northwestern and #15 Dordt. After trailing
23-21 after the first quarter, the
Raiders controlled the second
and third quarters to defeat the
Defenders 91-84. A large part of
NW’s success was their ability to
get to the free throw line, going
23-36 compared to Dordt’s 16-28.
Following a back-and-forth
start, Dordt stretched their lead
to eight points nearly seven minutes into the game. At the beginning of the second quarter,
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The Raider women beat the Dordt Defenders 91-84 on Wednesday night after a close start to the game.

Kassidy De Jong and Darbi Gustafson scored five straight points
to take a narrow lead. Senior Haley Birks and sophomore Sammy
Blum had a strong second half as

the Raiders took hold of the lead.
High point totals were seen on
both sides, but the Raiders
had a balanced effort to take
home a win.

Dordt center Erika Feenstra led all scorers with 43 points
and totaled 9 rebounds in the
game. NW’s Kassidy De Jong
finished with a double-double,

having 28 points and 10 rebounds. Blum also scored 19 for
the Raiders, who also saw Darbi
Gustafson and Haley Birks finish
with 16 points each. Both teams
were even in rebounding statistics, pulling down 46 boards. As
many of the team statistics were
similar, NW had the advantage
of drawing fouls and knocking
down free throws.
On Saturday, the Raider
women will face Briar Cliff at
2:00 in Orange City. The Chargers are 5-4 overall, 2-4 in conference play and are currently receiving votes in the NAIA
Coaches’ Poll. The 5th-ranked
Raiders are now 8-1 overall and
4-1 in the GPAC, putting themselves as one of three 1-loss teams
in the conference.

NW men beat Dordt with no time to spare

DEFENSE LEADS MEN TO
VICTORY OVER RIVAL

BRADLEY LAACKMANN
SPORT MANAGEMENT

After a slow start, Northwestern
men’s basketball used a number of big
plays to defeat the #21 Dordt Defenders
in Wednesday’s rivalry game. Both teams
were nearly even this season in scoring
offense, scoring defense and rebounding. However, it was the Raiders who
prevailed in a well-played game on both
sides. NW was 6-4 entering the game and
Dordt was 8-2 prior to the first installment of a historic Sioux County rivalry.
Dordt jumped out to an early 23-15
lead with just under 10 minutes remaining in the first half. After a timeout, the
Raiders fought back to take a 39-37 lead
with a Parker Mulder layup going into
halftime. The second half belonged to
NW, who stretched the lead to 15 on a
three pointer by sophomore guard Jay

Small with 14:18 remaining in the game.
Although Dordt brought the lead to 2
points with 1:20 left, NW sealed the game
with free throws, earning a 74-69 win.
The Raiders were led in scoring
by sophomore Trent Hilbrands with 23
points. Junior center Grant Roher also
had a strong game, scoring 11 points
and snatching 6 rebounds. NW shot 50%
from the field and 35% beyond the arc.
Dordt shot 40.3%, including a 25% mark
on three-pointers.
Head coach Kris Korver said of tonight’s win, “Our guys really defended,
and our guys were tough and gritty. We
did not play our best offensively, but we
had guys step up and make the big play
when we needed it. Every GPAC win is
a good win and tonight was a good team
win against a good ball club.”
Next up for the Raiders will be a
matchup with #8 Briar Cliff at 4:00 on
Saturday in the Bultman Center. The
Chargers are 8-1 overall with a 5-1 record
in the GPAC. NW is now 7-4 on the season, going 2-2 in conference play.

PHOTO BY: JOSHUA RATHBUN
On Wednesday night, the NW men’s basketball team took the win over the Defenders 74-69.
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For the most wonderful time of
the year, there’s an endless amount of
activities on campus. Here’s an overview of what to expect in the last two
weeks before Christmas break.
One activity put on by the Student Activities Council called Campus Christmas, which will be 8-10
p.m. Dec. 8, in Ramaker.
“Campus Christmas is basically
a big, campus wide Christmas party,”
Anna Boyles, one of the coordinators
said. “This is just a fun way to get everyone on campus together to have
fun celebrating Christmas.”
Boyles is excited about the event,
and said she can’t wait to see how everything comes together. SAC has
been planning this event for a while
now, working together with AV and
Creative Dining to make it happen.
There will be a variety of activities to
participate in, including card making, cookie and ornament decorating,
puzzles, a photo booth, story-telling
and more.
“This is going to be a super fun
Christmas party that nobody is going
to want to miss,” Boyles said.
SAC also puts on Winter Formal. This is a campus-wide dance, the
most formal of all of NW’s dances. This
event will be 10 p.m.-1 a.m. Dec. 1, at
the Prairie Winds Event Center. At this
event there will be a disc jockey, some
food and drinks and a photo booth.
“This is actually my favorite event
to put on,” said coordinator Elizabeth
Glover. “I really like Christmas and
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Campus Christmas will offer various holiday activities such as ornament and cookie decorating.

dancing, so putting those two together makes it an awesome event. It’s a big
celebration right before the end of the
semester, which is cool.”
Students should come dressed up
and bring $5 for admission.
Another annual event that students can look forward to is Coly
Christmas. Coly’s residential assistants work together with residential
director Cody Hughes for this event,
which will happen at 9 p.m. on Dec. 3.
“What we try to do is get everyone on campus to come over to
Coly to hang out for a while, have a
good time, hopefully laugh a lot and
through that, help out a local ministry by donating all of our proceeds to
Genesis House here in Orange City,”

Hughes said.
He is looking forward to the
event, even though it is a lot of work.
He sees how it brings the guys in the
dorm together and loves seeing how it
all turns out.
“You can never know what to
expect,” Hughes said. “You might go
through one wing that is straight out
of “Stranger Things”, and another
could be hospital-themed with college
guys giving their interpretation of giving birth. It is great seeing some guys
have fun with it and let loose a little
more than what you typically see out
of them. And the building never looks
better than it does on Coly Christmas.
Come on over and see it for yourself
this year.”

Coly’s Christmas event is the only
one like it around campus, but it is not
the only dorm that celebrates the holiday. North Suites has their guys get up
for breakfast one Saturday morning
in December, and RD Tyler Zeutenhorst’s wife Rachel reads the whole
dorm a Christmas story.
Many of the other living areas
around campus have events similar to
this one.
Lastly, another NW tradition is
the caroling chapel, which will be at
10:05 a.m. Dec. 7.
There are many Christmas traditions around campus to look forward
to. More details can be found on the
campus calendar.

Nything Goes in chapel next week
FACULTY WILL ANSWER
STUDENT QUESTIONS

HANNAH WAMHOFF
THEATRE

Ever wonder why music only plays
from Zwemer on Preview Fridays and
during the holiday season? Next Tuesday,
Dec. 4, is your opportunity to ask faculty
and staff this and any other question you
can think of.
Just introduced in recent years, chapel closes out each semester with an “Nything Goes” session. These chapel programs give students the opportunity to
ask a live panel their most pressing questions on literally anything, from Celeste’s
boots to the perceived lack of therapists
in the Wellness Center.
The panel has typically included faculty, residence staff, wellness staff and
campus ministry staff. Questions are
moderated through the website sli.do,
which allows students to anonymously
post questions in real time while voting
for their favorite questions to make it to
the top.
The top questions are the ones typically posed to the panel, although moderators have been known to bounce good
questions straight to the top.
This opportunity offers two chapel credits, like a normal Tuesday chapel.
It also gives students the opportunity
to voice concerns about campus, which
might remain contained in complaints to
peers as well as ask professional thinkers
and leaders questions troubling them.
Theological questions, social issues and
politics are all fair game.
Past questions have included ques-

tions on the controversial group Sioux
County Conservatives, clarification on
Reformed theology and questions about
Northwestern’s history. Students have
also shown an interest in the daily lives of
professors.
Not only does this event benefit the
student population, it’s given the administration insight into what students are
thinking, worrying about and wishing for.
“I’m excited to be able to have our
questions answered. Hopefully the real
questions we want, not a lot of picking
and choosing,” said junior Liz Ellis.
Junior Emily Weber added, “I think
the Nything Goes chapel will be a really
good way to start conversations that are
meaningful and beneficial to students.”
And that’s just the hope of events like
Ned Talks, Ngage lectures and Nything
Goes—NW wants to be a safe place for students to foster deep, meaningful conversations and transform the campus and world
one vulnerable conversation at a time.
Additionally, senior Emmalyne Farwell said, “I’m excited to hear what questions other students have. I think it’s a
good way to initiate conversations between students and staff or faculty.”
This event is one more way NW
hopes to foster conversations with peers
as well as conversations between students
and faculty or staff.
In the world of social media, people are
finding themselves talking face-to-face less
and less. NW takes a whole new approach
to using technology by utilizing it in a way
to actually encourage face-to-face conversations that probe the deep questions about
existence, God, living in the world, treating
our neighbors the way Christ would reacting to politics and more.
Students, take a break from studies
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Nything Goes chapel will take place in Christ Chapel next Tuesday, Dec. 4.

on Tuesday to engage the faculty and staff
in questions of your choosing. Students
should come with their phone, ready to

ask questions, vote on their favorites and
hear from wise staff at 11:05 a.m. Tuesday, Dec. 4, Christ Chapel.

